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Operating instructions 
Automatic parking system at Belgická 16, Praha 2 

 
Maximal dimensions of cars permitted 
Length   5 050 mm 
Width   2 050 mm 
Height   1 500 mm 
Weight   2 000 kg  

 
As far as dimensions or weight exceed these limits, the car must not drive in the parking. Parking of car driven by 
LPG is not allowed. 
  
Managing of the parking 
The left button of remote control opens outside gate; the right button commands the parking system. During 
commanding, the parking must be in quiet state i.e. the traffic light is lighting red and the display is out in the 
passageway. Only in this case the command is accepted, which is confirmed by showing the parking number on the 
display. As far as parking performs a previously selected operation, it must be waited for its completion. 
 
Receiving car in the parking 
- arriving at the property, the driver presses left button on remote control and the main gate opens 
- the driver presses right button on remote control, the traffic light starts blinking green and the parking number 
shows on the display in the passageway 
- the driver drives in the passageway, the passengers get out and the driver checks the outline of the car (the 
antenna is folded or removed, the roof rack is removed or the rear view mirrors are tilted) 
- after opening the parking gate the driver drives onto the pallet; the driver is instructed by overhead light panel 
guidelines 

arrow forward  drive forward 
STOP   parking position 
arrow backward  drive backward 
arrow left   dimension left exceeded 
arrow right   dimension right exceeded 
dimension exceeded necessary to drive car out of parking 

- after the signal “STOP” lights up, the driver turns off the engine, applies parking brake, gets out of the car, closes 
the car door and walk out to the passageway 
- by pressing the right button on remote control and the confirming push button on the control panel in the 
passageway at the same time, the car receiving process is finished, the parking gate closes and the display turns 
off 
 
Releasing car from the parking 
- the driver presses the right button on remote control in the passageway 
- the parking number shows on the display in the passageway and the traffic light starts blinking red 
- the driver awaits opening of the parking gate, gets into the car and backs up into passageway 
- the driver opens outside gate by pressing the left button on remote control and carefully backs up on the street 
- car release is completed automatically, the parking gate closes and the display turns off 
 
Stop car receiving 
- if the car does not start to drive onto the pallet within 2 minutes after opening the gate, car receiving will be 
cancelled and the gate will be closed 
- car receiving could be also cancelled by pressing the right button on remote control and the confirming push 
button on the control panel in the passageway at the same time 
 
Stop car releasing 
- after opening the parking gate, the selected car release could be cancelled by pressing the right button on remote 
control and the confirming push button on the control panel in the passageway at the same time. The parking gate 
will close and the car will be taken back to parking  
 
In case of technical defect, please call the service:  Mr. Šauer 775 557 839  
       Mr. Seibt   775 557 842   
 
If the light on the remote control is not blinking red, please try changing the battery. 


